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This thesis validates a control-oriented model of human circulatory dynamics 
associated with hemorrhage and fluid resuscitation, uses this model to design a series of 
closed-loop controllers for fluid resuscitation, and demonstrates the viability of these 
controllers by examining the performance of these controllers in an established model of 
human cardiovascular physiology. First, a recently developed control-oriented model of 
hemorrhage and fluid resuscitation was validated across diverse physiological conditions 
using an established model of human cardiovascular physiology, by employing a system 
identification procedure. Second, a series of closed-loop controllers were designed based 
on the nominal control-oriented model, including proportional control and proportional-
derivative control based on the root locus analysis, as well as observer-based optimal 
state feedback control based on modern control theory. Third, the performance and 
robustness of the designed closed-loop controllers were validated using the established 
model of human cardiovascular physiology. The results suggested that model-based 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1: Background and Significance   
 
There are currently no model-based closed-loop fluid resuscitation controllers. This is an 
important issue to address because human judgement of fluid resuscitation has been shown to be 
imprecise. Medical professionals are known to occasionally give incorrect fluid infusion to the 
patients they have been charged with in emergency medical situations. In a study of ambulance 
transports to a Houston hospital, researchers found that many patients were dying as a result of 
the infusion procedure in transit to the hospital [1]. The blame does not lie with these 
professionals: it is hard to give a proper fluid infusion because the blood volume state at the 
conclusion of an undetermined volume of hemorrhage is impossible to know. It is at best an 
educated guess at how much blood the patient has lost, or on how the blood volume relates to 
blood pressure, or how much fluid would be required to bring them back to the initial blood 
volume state.  
This is where closed-loop fluid resuscitation becomes a critically important development. 
Measuring the blood volume dilution, then applying fluid through a control system removes the 
guesswork typically associated with fluid infusion. This technological development could 
revolutionize fluid infusion and potentially save lives. In particularly tense or dangerous 
situations (such as wide spread emergency care or military operation) it removes the split-second 
decisions and unintentionally high risk infusion procedures, supplanting them with a simple, 
cheap, yet effective control mechanism.  
Closed-loop fluid resuscitation is a way to prevent avoidable deaths for patients under 
emergency medical care. Potentially, it could be implemented in a user friendly device such that 
effective fluid infusion could be started by a layperson before professional emergency medical 
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personnel even arrived. The lifesaving benefits of effective fluid infusion are well documented, 
and it logically follows that improving this process is worth pursuit. This work suggests an 
alternative to the current methodology of educated guesswork. If executed correctly, this 
technology could save lives. 
 
1.2: State-of-the-Art and Challenges  
 
No technology exists that combines measuring the current state of patient blood volume 
dilution with closed-loop control. The important enabling technology is the ability to measure 
blood volume dilution in a live patient in real time. Traditionally, the major measured state used 
by medical personnel is blood pressure. However, due to the many variables that 
biomechanically alter blood pressure outside of strictly the amount of blood lost, this is not 
necessarily a reliable state upon which to build a control system. The controllers in this thesis are 
designed around the ability to measure blood volume dilution, which is a new development in the 
field [2]. This advance allows a much more effective control system to be designed that will be 
effective throughout different stages of the infusion process.  
In order for model-based control to be possible, a model of the human cardiovascular system 
must exist. As shown below in Table 1.1, a pre-existing complete model for fluid resuscitation 
does not exist. The table highlights how sparse the information on a closed-loop controller to 
model the human cardiovascular system and resuscitation is. This is where the group in Dr. 
Hahn’s lab has contributed to the field: a comprehensive simplified model of the resuscitation 





Table 1.1 – This table shows the missing information involved in modeling the human 
cardiovascular system. ‘o’ represents clear existence of the information in a given, paper, ‘x’ represents 
no information in the paper, and the ‘∆’ represents some unclear information. In order: [3] [4] [5] [6] 
[7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. 
 
 
1.3: Thesis Goal  
 
The goal of this thesis is to show the viability of model-based closed-loop control of fluid 
resuscitation. This required the validation of a recently developed control-oriented model of 
hemorrhage and fluid resuscitation, the creation of a randomized data bank of in-silico patients 
which represent diverse biophysical constitutions, and the creation of a fluid infusion controller 
robust enough to handle these diverse physiological constitutions. The final result will be a 
preliminary study of model-based closed-loop fluid resuscitation. On a larger scope, the goal is 









In order to create a fluid infusion controller, a simple model of the human cardiovascular 
system was required. This research focused on the validation and utilization of a recently 
developed control-oriented model of blood volume response to hemorrhage and fluid infusion 
[19].  The block diagram of the model is shown below as Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 – A control-oriented blood volume model [19]. 
 
This model was designed to be physiologically transparent, as well as simple. It uses four 
variables to model a patient’s blood volume response to both hemorrhage and infusion. The 
reference, r, in the above diagram is representative of target split of fluid in between the blood 
volume and the interstitial fluid volume. As is seen in the equation on the diagram, this is 
governed by the value of α.  
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In the diagram, uf represents the rate fluid infusion, h·[1-ɳ] represents the rate of lost fluid 
from hemorrhage, and v represents the rate of urine. For this research, loss of fluid from urine is 
assumed to be zero, which simplifies the analysis. The output of the controller C(s), is the rate of 
fluid transfer from blood plasma to interstitial fluid volume: this is denoted by the variable 
qPL→ISF. With these variables defined, it is easy to understand that the volume of plasma, Vplasma, 
is governed by:  
𝑉𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 = ∫[𝑢𝑓 − 𝑞PL→ISF − ℎ(1 − ɳ)]dt                 (1)  
The reference value r above, is now more clearly understood as the target ratio of 
volume:  
𝑟 =  
1
1 + α
∫[𝑢𝑓 − ℎ(1 − ɳ)]dt                     (2) 
Furthermore, the transfer function C(s), which is representative of the fluid transfer in 
between blood volume and interstitial fluid volume, is of the first order. It takes the form of: 
𝐶(𝑠) =  
𝑘𝑝 + 𝑘𝑖
𝑠
                                (3) 
This value, in combination with the above block diagram, shows:  
𝑞PL→ISF =  
𝑘𝑝+𝑘𝑖
𝑠
(𝑟 − 𝑉𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎)                 (4) 
The simplification of the above block diagram, with a scaling factor of the inverse of the 







1 + 𝛼 𝑠 +
𝑘𝑖
1 + 𝛼
𝑠3 + 𝑘𝑝𝑠2 + 𝑘𝑖𝑠
              (5) 
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This is the model that will be validated with a complex representation of human 
cardiovascular physiology and used as the basis of the control design for this thesis. A bank of 
randomized transfer functions will be developed for design and analysis with this model.  
 
2.2: System Identification  
 
 
 The validation of the control-oriented blood volume model involved several steps. First, a 
comprehensive full-scale cardiovascular physiology model (called the “Guyton’s model”; see 
Section 2.2.1) was modified in order to be applicable to the validation of the control-oriented 
blood volume model.  Second, a bank of random patient data was created and run through the 
Guyton’s model to compile each patient’s ‘true’ response. A large sample size of 100 patients 
was selected to challenge the control system and demonstrate its robustness. The data produced 
by the Guyton’s model using this bank of patient characteristics were then fitted to the control-
oriented blood volume model to yield patient-specific model parameters. 
 
2.2.1: Guyton’s Model 
 
The complex model that was used as the standard of the true human cardiovascular 
response for this thesis work was not created specifically for this research. The mathematical 
model was created by Arthur C. Guyton, M.D. and detailed in his series of books entitled 
Circulatory Physiology. The specific model used was presented in the third book in the series, 
Circulatory Physiology III: Cardiac Output and its Regulation [20].  It is an attempt to reduce the 
complexities of the human cardiovascular response to a block diagram. The diagram is shown as 
Figure 2.2.  
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The Guyton model itself is separated into eight major blocks, each of which models a 
different component of the cardiovascular response. These eight blocks are circulatory dynamics, 
interstitial fluid, autoregulation, sympathetic stimulation, pressure positive feedback, function 
curve adaptation, kidney output, and angiotensin. Each of these has a specific function in 
representing a different part of the real human cardiovascular system. For the duration of this 









In order to be employed for the validation of the control-oriented blood volume model, 
the Guyton’s model required several changes. These were:  
A) Red Blood Cell Changes 
B) Total Volume  
C) Introduction of Hemorrhage and Infusion Functions 
D) Switch from a Variable-Step Solver to a Fixed-Step Solver 
 
A) The model needed to be modified in order to consider the loss of red blood cell volume. 
As simple fluid hemorrhage and infusion occurred, the red blood cell volume, which constitutes 
about 40-45% of the total blood volume, will remain unchanged. This is an important 
consideration, as during the hemorrhage scenario, the red blood cell volume will be decreased, 
and the subsequent infusion will only use fluid to replace this volume.   
 
B) Next, the total volume considered by Guyton’s model had to be changed in order to be 
physically relevant. Initially, Guyton’s model only considered three of the 5 major compartments 
of the human cardiovascular system. This means that the total blood volume considered was only 
around 3 liters. In order to bring this to a physically relevant value of around 5 liters, the original 
Guyton model was scaled appropriately using the nominal Guyton values. This simple change 
made the Guyton response easier to compare to the physical response.  
 
C) The Guyton model did not explicitly contain any method of evaluating hemorrhage and 
infusion. Some level of analysis could be performed by manually altering the initial values in the 
Guyton model, but there was not a reproducible way of consistently modeling the same 
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hemorrhage for different patients using this method. The inclusion of hemorrhage and infusion 
functions allowed the introduction of realistic hemorrhage and infusion scenarios. By adding 
these functions to the model, the hemorrhage and infusion could be initiated at specific times in 
various scenarios, the amount removed or added could be specifically controlled, and the patients 
could have time to reach settled values before the scenario began. These functions were 
implemented in SIMULINK by adding step blocks that would apply a specific rate of 
hemorrhage and infusion to the venous system of Guyton’s model at precisely controllable times. 
 
D) In order to work with the hemorrhage and infusion scenarios, to enable direct comparison 
of the results with those of the control-oriented model, and to allow the translation of the results 
into the controller design space, the model had to be implemented with a fixed-step solver 
(ode3). The variable-step solver caused offset at the beginning of the hemorrhage and infusion 
scenarios from patient to patient and the different start and stop times made the control analysis 
impossible. 
 
The major issue with Guyton’s model, in terms of applying a fluid controller, is the 
complexity of the model. The scale and intricacy of Guyton’s model were prohibitive. Running 
one patient through the model to evaluate the response to both hemorrhage and infusion took up 
to 15 minutes of computing time, and created variables with lengths up to 700,000 values. This is 





2.2.2: Randomized Patient Data 
 
 
In order to validate the control-oriented blood volume model via system identification, a 
set of random patients was created using the Guyton’s model. The goal was to create diverse 
patient models having a wide range of hemodynamic responses.  For this purpose, a few key 
parameters in the Guyton’s models were randomly perturbed. These parameters and their 
physical meanings are: 
 
RAB – Basic arterial resistance 
HS – Heart strength coefficient, which modifies the cardiac output 
VVOB – Unstressed venous volume   
SYMVVC – Coefficient in sympathetic system that models sympathetic  
effect on unstressed volume 
SYMHSC – Sympathetic heart strength coefficient  
SYMRAC – Sympathetic representation of arterial resistance  
SYMKIC – Evaluates sympathetic effect on transfer to kidneys 
ANGSLC – Modification of the slope of the renal curve by the angiotensin system 
 
Each parameter was randomized using MATLAB’s rand command. This pseudorandom 
number generator was used to create eight different weighting variables. Each weighting variable 
was added to the nominal Guyton value to produce a randomized value within ±20% of the 
nominal value. This random generation of patient parameters was performed 100 times in order 
to create a bank of 100 randomized patients for use in Guyton simulation.  
The difference between patient values was analyzed, and deemed to be sufficient by 
looking at the standard deviation, mean, minimum, and maximum. These values, when run 
through Guyton’s model, produced variation in initial blood volume as much as 1.5 Liters. 
Considering the nominal patient has a blood volume of about 5 liters, this is a significant 
difference. This range was important to show the robustness of the controllers in providing fluid 
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infusion. This bank of 100 patients was saved individually. This same data bank was used for all 
steps of the controller design and testing. Details on the variation in the randomized parameters 
are shown in Table 2.1 below.  
 
 
Table 2.1 – This table shows the variation of the randomized parameters  
   
 
These randomized values were then run through Guyton’s model with a step hemorrhage 
and a step infusion of 2 liters respectively. The responses for all 100 patients were recorded and 
calculated. The variation in these parameters resulted in a wide range of patient responses which 





Table 2.2 – This table shows the variation of the Guyton values based on the randomization 
   
BV0 above is a measure of the blood volume dilution at the beginning of the hemorrhage 
scenario (BV0 – Guyton) and then again at the beginning of the infusion scenario (BV0 – 
Infusion Guyton). Similarly, alpha is a calculation of the transfer between blood volume and 
interstitial fluid volume. These two values were the most important in terms of building a 
controller to control fluid infusion, and checking whether Guyton’s model had produced the 
correct response.  
 
2.2.3: Model Identification 
 
In order to introduce the 100 randomized patients of Guyton’s model to the recently 
developed blood volume model, the four characteristic variables (Alpha, Kp, Ki, and BV0) from 
each patient had to be determined. This was achieved primarily using the optimization function 
fmincon in MATLAB. This function used the real patient response to a step hemorrhage and 
infusion to create optimized values for the characteristic variables above. This function generally 
works by simultaneously minimizing a series of equations. In this case, the response of the 
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control-oriented model was compared to the results for the same infusion from the Guyton 
model. The initial guess was set at the values from the nominal case, and then the function was 
run. The function fmincon tried thousands of combinations of characteristic variables, until a 
set that minimized the error was found. The SIMULINK model that was used in tandem with 




Figure 2.3 – This figure shows the control-oriented blood volume model, used by the optimization 
function to reduce 100 patients in Guyton’s model, into 100 sets of four characteristic variables.  
 
The optimized values were then saved for each patient.  The data from the 100 patient 





Table 2.3 – This table shows the variation of the optimized controller values based on the randomized 
parameters 
With these results, and the equations shown above, 100 transfer functions representing 
100 patients could be produced and used for further analysis. These patients showed a high 
degree of randomization, and were suitable for designing a controller.  
  
2.2.4: Results and Discussion 
   
The results of the optimization were shown to be accurate by comparison to the real 
response. This is shown in Figure 2.4 below, for the nominal patient. For the nominal patient, the 
following values were found by the optimization function:    
α   = 2.285 
BV0= 4.168 
Kp = 0.017 




Of particular note is the value of α, the variable that primarily determines the ratio of 
fluid transfer from the blood volume to the interstitial fluid volume. According to Guyton’s text, 
a value of 2.3 is expected. The results being so close to the expected value validated the 
optimization results and showed that the Guyton simulation, the optimization, and the reduced 
blood volume model had worked correctly.  
 
 
Figure 2.4 – This plot shows the optimized values for the infusion response, plotted against the actual 
infusion response of Guyton’s model 
   
These optimization values could then be used to create the traditional third order transfer 
function of the control-oriented blood volume model. This could also be rearranged to find its 
equivalent poles and zeros. Transfer functions were determined from the above equation and 





𝐾 ∗ (𝑠 + 𝑧1) ∗ (𝑠 + 𝑧2)
𝑠 ∗ (𝑠 + 𝑝1) ∗ (𝑠 + 𝑝2)
                  (6) 
 
  Again, for the case of the nominal patient, this resulted in the following values:  
K  = 0.23993 
   p1 = 0.0167 
   p2 = 7.84e-6 
   z1 = 0.0049 
   z2 = 7.85e-6 
 
These values were analyzed using root locus analysis, as shown below in Figure 2.5.  
 
 




The most densely populated area of the root locus is only visible at a much higher level 
of zoom: that is the region where the first pole and zero interact. This high level of zoom is 
shown in Figure 2.6.  
 
Figure 2.6 – This figure shows the interaction of the first pole and zero for the nominal patient. 
 
In this chapter, the Guyton model was considered to be the standard patient response. 
With this assumption, a bank of randomized patients was created based on several key variables 
to modify Guyton’s model. This was an attempt to set up the design process for a controller that 
can handle a wide variety of patients. As demonstrated above, the randomization created a high 
degree of variability in the Guyton response. These randomized patients were then simulated, 




It is noted that the dynamics of the infusion pump was not included in the model, which 
is a reasonable simplification because they dynamics of the patient response to fluid infusion is 




Chapter 3: Model-based Control of Fluid Resuscitation 
 
 
 Last chapter, 100 randomized patients were analyzed using optimization in MATLAB to 
create 100 control-oriented blood volume models, representing each patient’s dynamic input-
output relationship between fluid infusion and blood volume response. The next step was to 
design a series of closed-loop controllers that will deliver an efficient infusion to a variety of 
patients, based on measured patient responses. First, the stability of the patient data bank was 
analyzed using a Bode plot. This was followed by designing a proportional (P) controller, a 
proportional-derivative (PD) controller, and state-feedback/observer-feedback controllers. These 
controllers were all designed for the nominal patient (associated with the nominal Guyton model) 
and then tested against all 100 randomized patient models. Once all 100 randomized patient 
models worked in simulation, the controller was then placed in the Guyton’s model, to determine 
if it would provide the correct infusion for the complex model representing the real patient. 
 
3.1: Proportional and Proportional-Derivative Control 
  
 The first step used in designing a controller was to look at the Bode diagrams for all 100 
patients. The most efficient way to do this was to show all 100 patient Bode plots on top of one 
another as shown below in Figure 3.1.  
As the Bode Diagram clearly shows, the phase diagram will never cross -180 degrees for 
any patient. This is significant as it shows that all 100 patient plants are stable at all frequencies. 




Figure 3.1 – This Bode Diagram shows the stability of all 100 patients in simulation  
 
The plant is the base blood volume model as outlined above, with each patient’s 
characteristic variables creating a different plant. For the design of the proportional controller, it 
is useful to look at the root locus of the transfer function of the nominal patient, shown below as 




Figure 3.2 – This figure shows the general root locus for the third order model.  
 
As shown by the above root locus, all the possible responses for different gain values lie 
to the left of the imaginary axis. This means that for all values of gain, the plant will be stable, 
and produce a response. The root locus shows that proportional control will work for all cases, 
and will work to move the pole on the imaginary axis to the zero that is furthest away. This will 
speed up the settling time of the system without significant impact on the steady state error. 
In order to turn this open loop model into a proportional controller, feedback was added 
for blood volume dilution as well as a gain block. Also, saturation values were added in order to 
model the parameters of available real life infusion pumps. A saturation value characteristic of 
the parameters of real pumps was selected and set at 0.105 [L/min] [21]. The selection of this 
value was non-trivial, because under all simulated situations there was some level of control 
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saturation. The saturation minimum was set to zero, as removing infused fluids from a patient 
would be physically irrelevant. This saturation value was used for all the controller design.  
  As for the proportional derivative controller, the location of the zero was evaluated at 
each possible location in relation to the poles and zeros, and then the response to a step command 
set to 1, when t = 0 was analyzed for comparisons sake. The responses are shown in the 
following root locus diagrams, and the resulting step response.  
 The response of the system with a zero at the first location, z = -3.68e-06, is shown as 
Figure 3.3 and its response to a step input is shown as Figure 3.4.  
 








The response of the system with a zero at the second location, z = -7.845e-6, is shown as 




Figure 3.5 – This figure shows the root locus for a zero placed at the second location. It has been zoomed 





Figure 3.6 – This figure shows the response of the step command for the proportional derivative 
controller above.  
 
The response of the system with a zero at the third location, z = -0.002, is shown as 
Figure 3.7 and its response to a step input is shown as Figure 3.8.  
 








The response of the system with a zero at the fourth location, z = -0.009, is shown as 




Figure 3.9 – This figure shows the root locus for a zero placed at the fourth location.  
 
Figure 3.10 – This figure shows the response of the step command for the proportional derivative 




The response of the system with a zero at the fifth location, z = -0.035, is shown as 
Figure 3.11 and its response to a step input is shown as Figure 3.12. Then the next figures show 
the root locus and step response to a zero location much further out on the real axis, with z = -1, 
as Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14.   
 





Figure 3.12 – This figure shows the response of the step command for the proportional derivative 
controller above.  
 





Figure 3.14 – This figure shows the response of the step command for the proportional derivative 
controller above.  
 
 
 As the above root loci and step responses clearly indicate, location 6 is the most desirable 
for closed-loop control. For location 1 and 2, the interaction between the controller zero and the 
first pole prohibitively slowed the system response. Similarly, location 3 and 4 caused the system 
to behave irregularly under the step input, instead of moving like a first order system.  Location 5 
was closer to the expected response and location 6 allowed a controller response within the 
correct timeframe and characteristic response. As the zero value moved farther and farther away, 
the response to a step input had a lower and lower settling time. In order to be comparable to the 
proportional controller, values around location 6 and beyond were preferable for comparison’s 
sake. Several zero values were compared to the proportional response in the following figure, 
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Figure 3.15. This figure utilizes controller gain (K) as the independent variable and the resulting 
settling time as the dependent variable.   
 
Figure 3.15 – This diagram shows the differences in P and PD Control for a range of gains and a variety 
of zero values without saturation. 
 
 The primary metric for choosing a controller gain was settling time. A settling time of 60 
minutes was selected for its physical relevance. This is approximately the time that passes from 
the arrival of professional medical personnel and emergency surgery in the hospital [1]. This 
timeframe is commonly known as the ‘golden hour’ of medical care. This value also avoided 
long periods of saturated control, which is physically relevant for the operational life of infusion 
pumps. A 60 minute settling time was found by combining the results from the above plot with 
simulation including the saturation value.  
 From the above analysis, a proportional controller gain of K=1.85 and a proportional 
derivative zero at z=1.25 with gain K=1.27, both resulted in the desired settling time of 60 
minutes. The final response for the proportional and the proportional derivative controller were 
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similar both during the transient response and at steady state. The proportional derivative 
controller allowed a slightly decreased time at the saturation value, but the difference was on the 
order of about a minute, and negligible. As they are approximately the same, there is no reason to 
choose a proportional derivative controller over the proportional controller, as it is the simpler of 
the two and there is no loss of performance during any phase of control.    
 These analyses were compared with the gains selected by MATLAB’s auto tuning feature 
in SISO Design Tool. This design tool favored proportional control when tested, and even when 
set to determine a ‘PD’ compensator, only provided a proportional gain. This gain value of K= 
1.985 was very similar to the classical gain selection determined in the analysis above for a 60 
minute settling time.  
 
 
3.2: Observer-Based State Feedback Control 
 
 With classical control operational, the next step was modern control, and the 
implementation of a state space controller.  Each patient transfer function was separated into pole 
and zero values, shown with the transfer function in Equation 6. These were then placed into the 
state space representation with the following general equations in observer canonical form: 
  
𝐴 =  [
−(𝑃1 + 𝑃2) −𝑃1𝑃2 0
1 0 0
0 1 0




]                    (7) 




?̇? = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝐵𝑢 
𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥 + 𝐷 
 
 With this translation, each patient had a characteristic set of matrices in the state space 
representation. State feedback gains were initially found using pole placement, and then using 
optimal control (as discussed in the next section). In addition to finding state feedback gains, an 
observer had to be designed. This is because physically, the only measurable state is blood 
volume dilution. Therefore, the other two states of the system had to be estimated in order to be 
useful for control.   
 The general format used for designing the observer based feedback control is shown in 
the following figure:  
 
Figure 3.16 – This diagram shows the observer based feedback control implemented in MATLAB, where 




In order to ensure the observer-based feedback control was feasible, the observability and 
controllability matrices were both calculated. The controllability and observability calculation 
are shown symbolically below (using the same variables as the state space representation above): 
  
[𝐵 | 𝐴𝐵 | 𝐴2𝐵] =                                          (8) 
[
𝐾 𝐾(𝑍1 + 𝑍2) − 𝐾(𝑃1 + 𝑃2) 𝐾𝑍1𝑍2 − 𝐾(𝑃1 + 𝑃2)(𝑍1 + 𝑍2) − 𝐾 ∗ 𝑃1𝑃2 − (𝑃1 + 𝑃2)2




[𝐶| 𝐴′𝐶 | 𝐴′2𝐶] = [
1 0 0
−𝑃1 − 𝑃2 1 0
(𝑃1 + 𝑃2)2 − 𝑃1𝑃2 −𝑃1 − 𝑃2 1
]           (9) 
 
For the nominal case, both the controllability matrix and the observability matrix were of 
full rank, meaning that the nominal patient is both observable and controllable. In order to see if 
the simulation in control space was feasible, the controllability calculation had to be performed 
for all 100 patients. Only the nominal patient was used for the observer, so only one 
observability matrix needed to be checked. All 100 patients passed the check above for 







3.2.1: Linear Quadratic Regulator Design 
  
 
Optimal control was determined to be the best way to calculate controller gain values for 
a physically significant reason: any overshoot in the controller could lead to a patient receiving 
too much fluid infusion. This made minimizing percent overshoot a priority for the state space 
controller.  
The general equation for the LQR calculation is:  
𝐽 =  ∫ [𝑥𝑇𝑄𝑥 +
∞
0
𝑢𝑇𝑅𝑢 + 2𝑥𝑇𝑁𝑢]𝑑𝑡            (10) 
The weighting matrices were determined through simulation, and tuned to result in an 
optimized settling time of 60 minutes. This resulted in the following matrices, which were used 





]                        (11) 
𝑅 = 5 
As optimal control theory would dictate, the system response was nearly critically 
damped, and it prevented large overshoot when used in Guyton’s model, though due to the 
differences in the 100 plants, some small overshoot did occur in the final simulation.  
 
 
3.2.2: State Observer Design 
 
Physically, the only measurable state is blood volume dilution, which is the first state in 
the state space model. In order to account for these physical restraints and enable state feedback 
control, an observer had to be designed to estimate the second and third state.  This observer was 
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designed using the characteristics of the nominal patient. This way, it could be implemented in 
simulation with the different transfer functions of 100 patients. As discussed in Section 3.2, the 
nominal patient is mathematically observable, thus creating a standard Luenberger observer only 
required finding the correct observer gains. The Luenberger equations are as follows:  
?̂? = 𝐴?̂? + 𝐿[𝑦 −  ?̂?] + 𝐵𝑢              (11) 
?̂? = 𝐶?̂? + 𝐷𝑢 
where A, B, C, and D were taken for the nominal patient model, as seen above in Section 3.2.    
The observer gains were determined using simple pole placement separate from the 
controller. A settling time of ten times faster than the state feedback control (Ts = 6 minutes) was 
the target value for the observer. This observer was designed using an arbitrary input and then 
combined with the LQR controller, in accordance with the separation principle.  
 
3.3: Results and Discussion 
 
 First, the controllers were tested by running the simplified blood volume model with a 
controller based on the nominal patient, and plants based on each of the 100 patients. This was 
evaluated for each of the three controllers, and shown to be effective in providing the correct 
infusion for all 100 plant models. Correct infusion is measured by evaluating the blood volume 
dilution, and having the controller bring it back to a value of zero, which is representative of the 
state before hemorrhage. The response of the P controller for 100 different plant transfer 
functions is shown as Figure 3.17. After these results were successfully obtained, the controller 
was implemented in Guyton’s model and the overall blood volume and the blood volume 
dilution are shown as Figures 3.18 and 3.19, respectively. Then, the difference between the blood 
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volume at the beginning of the hemorrhage and at the end is calculated and the steady state error 
is shown below as Figure 3.20.   
 
 









Figure 3.19 – This plot shows the overall blood volume dilution simulated with the P controller in 
Guyton’s model 
 
Figure 3.20 – This plot shows the error generated by subtracting the blood volume at the beginning of 
hemorrhage from the final value for the P Controller 
  
Similarly, these same results are shown for the PD controller in Figures 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 









Figure 3.22 – This plot shows the overall blood volume simulated with the PD controller in Guyton’s 
model 
 





Figure 3.24 – This plot shows the error generated by subtracting the blood volume at the beginning of 
hemorrhage from the final value for the PD Controller  
 
Next, these same results are shown for the State Space controller in Figures 3.25, 3.26, 









Figure 3.26 – This plot shows the overall blood volume simulated with the State Space controller in 
Guyton’s model 
 
Figure 3.27 – This plot shows the overall blood volume dilution simulated with the State Space controller 




Figure 3.28 – This plot shows the error generated by subtracting the blood volume at the beginning of 
hemorrhage from the final value for the State Space Controller 
 
As the error plots show, steady state error is very small for all cases. The error produced 
by the proportional and the proportional derivative controllers were smaller than the state space 
model. The slight overshoot, as seen in Figure 3.26 allows a little less precision in the long term 
for the state space model. However, it should be noted that the maximum error of the state space 
model is still less than 10 mL, which for an infusion of around two liters, is insignificant. It is 
also important to note that the value of all error points is positive. This is desirable because the 
error is calculated by subtracting the initial blood volume by the final blood volume. Therefore, 
all the values of error being positive suggests that over infusion doesn’t occur for any patient at 




The nine plots above show the effectiveness of all three controllers in providing infusion 
to the Guyton model. In actual implementation, the P controller would be the most desirable due 









 A control-oriented model of human blood volume dynamics was validated. Using 
Guyton’s model a data bank of patients was created and used to evaluate a series of closed-loop 
fluid resuscitation controllers including P, PD and observer-based LQR.  All these controllers 
were successful in taking a variety of patients, and by using the nominal patient as the plant, 
supplying enough fluid to bring the patient back to its normovolemic state from hemorrhagic 
state. These results show promise and gives motivation towards more rigorous pre-clinical 
investigations on the closed-loop fluid resuscitation control system. 
 
4.2: Future Work 
 
The next steps for this project include 1) rigorous gain tuning, 2) design of more 
advanced controllers such as robust and adaptive controllers, and 3) experimental study of 
closed-loop fluid resuscitation.  
 
First, as with almost all control systems, more tuning could likely improve the patient 
response, e.g., speed up the settling time and reduce the steady state error. Implementing an 
integration factor to the control could improve the response time: if classical control is the 
desired route for the control design, implementation of a PID controller may be a superior choice 
to effectively handle more complicated fluid intervention scenarios. The closed-loop controllers 




Second, efforts must be made to examine the use of robust and adaptive control design 
methods for fluid resuscitation. The controllers designed in this thesis are based on nominal 
patient model and it may not be effective when subject to a diverse physiologic conditions. The 
potential advantages and disadvantages associated with the use of more advanced control design 
methods thus need to be explored. 
 
Third, I could see some degree of hardware implementation being worthwhile. Of course, 
actual testing is a long way off, but it would be interesting to experiment with controlling an 
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